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Abstract- Automation system has become a vital component of industries and assembling plants in ensuring increased 
productivity and managing growing demands. Vending machines are one of the advanced versions of automated single-line 
vending machines that meet up industrial requirements in the modern consumer market. Nevertheless, the usage of multi-line 
vending machines has been very limited to selected industries. Thus, this project aims to introduce an automation system 
which dispenses a variety of products and focuses on different levels of consumer markets. What makes this project unique 
or different from traditional vending machines is that this will take the concept of customer-centric marketing to another 
level by dispensing a range of products at the doorstep through an automation system. This system comprises of two major 
components, namely, computational and mechanical electronics. Once the requirements are entered into the system, a 
communication will be sent to the microcontroller which activates the mechanical actuators. Once the requirements are 
entered into the computer system, the system will check the availability of the required product and notify the customer. 
Once the payment is made the transaction will be completed and a receipt will be generated. When the transaction is 
completed the computer system will communicate with microcontroller by sending commands based on the coordinates and 
quantity of the required product through a serial port.  Microcontroller will activate the belt-drive and power screw and set 
the endefector to the appropriate coordinates. Position of the endefector(jamming gripper) is monitored by a sensor. Based 
on the given coordinates the endefector will place the required product on the convey belt, which will move the products to a 
designated spot with a weighing sensor, where the system will check whether the weight of the products entered tally with 
the weight of the products picked to ensure that the procurement order is met. Then the order will be sent to the vending 
dispenser. Continuous tests and research will be conducted to guarantee that the objectives of the design are met and further 
developments are introduced. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Rationale of the topic 
Automation system is most common in industries and 
assembling plants. It’s very rare in domestic purpose; 
therefore this project helps to introduce the 
automation system in the domestic world. Now a 
day’s economic society is facing major problem in 
paying labor charges. In supermarkets and shops man 
power of billing person and packing staffs are wasted, 
stock leakage can be occurred due to stole and billing 
mistakes. Accommodate large space also other 
problem in other super market systems.  
 
Introduction of this project will reduce the labor 
charges, stock leakages, customer inconvenience and 
increases customer satisfaction, stock management, 
accuracy and profit of the company. The aim of this 
project is to design automated check-out system for 
super markets. To this project first procedure is 
human should interface with automation system. 
Interfacing means entering the needs, availability 
checking, cash settlement and check out from the 
system; all are controlled by computation. 
 
According to the computational signals and sensor 
reading electronics controller controls the mechanical 
actuators. All goods in the automated super market 
are ordered in the separated tracks. Particular track 

has certain objects and those objects have certain 
coordinates. Computer communicates with the 
controller with two variables, coordinates and 
quantity. According to the controller signals 
mechanical actuators checkout the particular goods. 
 
1.2 Objectives 
The other main objectives that need to be followed  
1. Design a PC based application (User 
interfaces). 
2. Maintaining the stock database. 
3. Controller computer interfacing. 
4. Control the actuators. 
 
1.3Scope and Limitationof the Project 
 
This project was implemented with human free 
environment therefore it was reducing the human 
effort and time. It was familiar to the customer due to 
computer interface. It was more effective and 
accurate because of the computerized stock 
management. 
 
There was no any chance for stole because there was 
no any direct interference between the stock and user. 
In this design a user only access the system at a time 
but in real time multiuser interface was used. 
Unauthorized access was important to this design but 
this system doesn't have. 
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There was no any payment process and packing 
systems. 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
This chapter describes overview about the theories 
and the methods of existing automation used in the 
past. Based on the relevant evidence taken from the 
projects and research papers the most suitable choice 
will be justified based on critical argument such as 
technology, space, reliability and cost. 
 
The vending machine market is an immense business 
with vast annual revenue for leading nations like 
USA, Japan, China and some other Asian countries 
including India. At first viable coin based machine 
was introduced in London for selling post cards. Most 
of the vending machines which are currently in use 
are based on CMOS and Microcontroller technology 
[3]. Latest FPGA based machines are programmable 
and reconfigurable. Using of such machines can save 
the time and cost. Again, if the designer wants to 
enhance the design the whole architecture should be 
changed over again in microcontroller based 
machines; but FPGA user can easily raise the number 
of products. Anticipated vending machines have the 
advantages of automatic billing and cancel features 
[4]. 
 Timing belt drives are used to convert rotary motion 
into translation in high-precision motion- control 
systems like CNC machine tools, rapid prototyping 
machines, vision systems, filament winding machines 
and number of bio-medical equipment. Dynamic 
model of the timing belt drive mechanism could be 
used in the design of motion control systems 
[8].Power screws are designed to convert rotary 
motion to linear motion and to exert the necessary 
force required to move a machine element along a 
desired path. The power screw is used for lifting the 
mass slowly which is required in assembly industry. 
Principally it contains a set of gears, a pinion and 
bevel gear, a screw and bronze nut and a motor to 
drive. A worm is fixed through coupling to a motor 
shaft. Shaft is supported by two ball bearings on the 
vertical frame. Motor is provided with a bidirectional 
switch so that the motor can be operated from both 
directions for raising and lowering the loads [9].  
 
[6] The physical properties of products such as their 
geometry, dimension, surface area, texture, material, 
coefficient of friction, center of gravity and damage 
susceptibility can significantly affect the 
manipulation process. Food categorization system 
will help to characterize the robotic gripper. Robotic 
P&P operations like, fast grasping and releasing can 
have an awful effect on fresh products due to their 
vulnerability to damage and reduce product quality. 
Highly complex robot-based handling operations for 
fruit and vegetables have not been successfully 
implemented. The gripper design is based on the 
position and orientation of the object to manipulate. 

The gripper design specifications name the maximum 
accelerations according to the location of the product 
and pressure required for its manipulation. In many 
cases, it is necessary to think about other mechanism 
to protect against collisions, overloads and 
misalignments. All of these concern not only affect 
the gripper, but also the selection of robot and the cell 
layout. More flexible materials that are resistant to 
wear and new tooling techniques provide innovative 
opportunities in suction cups [5]. 
 
In this paper presented a passive universal jamming 
gripper that incorporates both positive and negative 
pressure. Objects with different shape, weight, and 
fragility can be gripped by jamming gripper and 
multiple objects can be gripped at once while 
maintaining their relative distance and orientation. 
 
III. METHODOLOGY 
 
The following chapter is based on the different types 
of design concepts which can be proposed for the 
automation system. The functioning of the design 
concepts will be explained in detail and the most 
suitable design (Optimum Design) will be selected 
and justified in terms of objectives quality of results 
(accuracy) and system reliability. 
 
3.1 Conceptual design  
Conceptual design block diagram describes inputs 
and out puts. 

 

 
Fig.1. Functional block diagram of the system 

 
According to the functional block diagram computer 
was considered as an input and stepper motor, servo 
motor, buzzer and LCD display were considered as 
output devices. Microcontroller and computer 
communication were connected in serial 
communication. 
 
In this design encoder was not added, if it's needed in 
trial and error then it can be added to the design.  
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3.2Flow Diagram 

 
First of all requirements were entered to computer 
system by the customer. Computer system was 
responded to the customer needs by checking the 
availability. Cash payment was done by the customer 
was followed by the automated billing. Variables; 
coordinates and quantity were sent from the system to 
microcontroller through serial port. Belt drive and 
power screw were get activated by microcontroller. 
Activated belt drive and power screw were set the 
effector to the appropriate “X” coordinate and “Y” 
coordinate respectively. Then effector position was 
checked by the sensor. According to the coordinates 
gripper was gripped the particular thing and placed it 
to the basket. Same procedure was done again and 
again for all goods, needed by the customer until they 
placed in to the basket. Then basket weight and 
addition of default weight were compared by 
microcontroller. If the weights were same then the 
basket was placed to the convey belt and then 
checked out. If not buzzer alarm was get activated 
and then error message was displayed on the LCD 
display. 
 
3.3 User Interface and database Design 

 
Fig.2. Use case scenario 

Above diagram shows that three external entities are 
interacting the system. Customer can view the items, 
do purchase, print the bill and can be able to record 
the feedbacks also. System administrator should 
interact with system access, stock management, stock 
inventory and get the customer satisfaction details. 
Supplier can access the system, supplies the items 
and get the final stock inventory print. 
 
3.4 Computing sequence  
Above topic describes about sequences between user 
interface, database and electronic system. 
System and microcontroller were connected together. 
Information was gathered from the user by the 
system. Validity of the input was compared by the 
data base. If it's valid then ask for the Billing process 
was done after the all inputs. Controller and computer 
interfacing through serial port were done after the 
valid payment 
 
3.5 Actuators 
Above topic describesaboutfunctionality issues, 
actuators designing, modeling and solutions. 

 
Fig.3.Belt drive solid works model 

 
Belt drive was the most convenient technique in this 
process because it is the one and only technique 
which can drive to the long distance. Specially 
designed belt drive was used in this process. One 
stepper motor was driven the pulley and driving belt. 
There were two parallel cylindrical beams which 
carry the weights. 
Power screws are designed to convert rotary motion 
to linear motion and to exert the necessary force 
required to move a machine element along a desired 
path. The power screw is used for lifting the mass 
slowly 
 
3.6 Material selection and fabrication techniques. 
Cambridge Engineering Selector was use to select the 
appropriate material to the component and 
components were fabricated through the following 
techniques. 
 

Table 1:Material selection 
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IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 
 
The functioning of the system, interfacing of external 
devices will be explained in detail in this chapter. The 
system is divided into two sections: Hardware 
development and Software Development. 
 
The microcontroller is the core of the entire system. 
A single 16F877A microcontroller is used for this 
project. This microcontroller has the specialty of 
having 1 UART channels which enables 1 serial 
based communication paths at the same time. It is a 
40 pin DIP packaged IC with 36 I/O ports as well as 
high performance and a larger memory stack (32k 
program words) which is suitable for this project. 
Table 2 below shows the connections from sensors 
and other devices to the microcontroller. 

 
Fig.4. Diagram (Proteus Simulation) 

 
Fig.4 was designed in Proteus 8.5 software, 
programmed in Microc and programmed .hex file was 
dumped in microcontroller. Algorithms were tested. 
Warning messages and status were displayed in LCD 
display.  

 
Fig.5. Belt drive 

 
Above Fig.5 were designed according to the solids 
work model Fig.3.Hanger was fixed on the belt to 
move freely. It was moved horizontally according to 
the signals provided by the microcontroller. 

 
Fig.6. Power Screw 

In the above Fig.6 stepper motor and thread bar were 
joined in the coupling. Thread bar was joined with the 

screwed metal cuboidal structure but cuboidal 
structure was joined in both threaded bar and freely 
moving supported bar. It was moved vertically 
according to the signals provided by the 
microcontroller.It was most convenient technique to 
hanging much pay load and work against to the 
gravity. One motor was driven the screw. 
 
V. TESTING AND ANALYSIS 
 
This chapter focuses on the results of the designed 
system. The tests are carried out based on the 
objectives mentioned in chapter 1. The analysis is 
based on the, accuracy, quality and reliability. The 
testing results of the simulations and the prototype are 
included. 
 
5.1 Determining accuracy (Accuracy Testing)  
 
This topic describes how the accuracy of belt drive 
was tested.  

 
Fig.7.Physical hardware design(Experimental equipment) 

 
According to the Fig.7 practical was arranged and 
stepper motor stepping command was given to the 
computer and length travelled by the belt drive was 
measured. Different stepping commands were given 
&Measurements were taken with same procedure. 
Two graphs were plotted to expected value and 
measured value in Matlap. 

 
Fig.8.Matlap plot 

Graph shows that there was no deviation between the 
expectedand measured values. 
 
VI. DISCUSSION 
 
User interface was created in C# language. 
Requirements were successfully gathered from the 
customer. Database was designed in MySQL and it 
was used for the stock maintenance therefore Stock 
was maintained successfully.  C# language was used 
to manage the micro controller communication and 
database. Microcontroller-computer interface was 
successfully deigned, implemented and tested; result 
was successful. Microcontroller-stepper motor 
interface was designed and stepper motor’s torque 
and RPM were successfully measured. Belt drive and 
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power screw were successfully modeled; function and 
accuracy of both were successful during testing, even 
though vibration and sound were observed in belt 
drive and  required load was lifted in power 
screw.Universal gripper was not tested because that is 
more expensive but simulation result was successful. 
In this design mechanical gripper was tested. Physical 
hardware electronic circuit was implemented. 
Fabrication techniques and component selections 
were analyzed and design was implemented. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Design was observed through different scenarios, 
which are Designing a PC based application (User 
interfaces), Maintaining the stock database, 
Controller computer interfacing, Control the 
actuators, and easy to use by an ordinary person. 
Results clearly indicate that mechatronic based 
solution increases the efficiency and accuracy of this 
design. Its algorithm is very flexible and reliable to 
easily enhance large number of products.Compare to 
Mechanical gripper, Passive universal jamming 
gripper is most suitable because it can be able to grip 
any objects with different dimensions. Primary target 
of the project was, design a vending system. This 

design was successfully implemented in human effort 
less environment.All major objectives were 
achieved,butfurther studies and development should 
be needed to enhance the design.  
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